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Abstract
We present analytical solutions of the geodesic equations of test particles and light in the five
dimensional singly spinning black ring spacetime for special cases, since it does not appear possible to
separate the Hamilton-Jacobi-equation for singly spinning black rings in general. Based on the study
of the polynomials in the equations of motion we characterize the motion of test particles and light
and discuss the associated orbits.
1 Introduction
Today String Theory is a promising candidate for the quantum theory of gravity. Since it requires more
than four dimensions for its internal consistency, there has been growing interest in higher dimensional
solutions and, in particular, in higher dimensional black holes (see e.g. [1]). The higher-dimensional
generalizations of the stationary axisymmetric Kerr black holes were found by Myers and Perry [2], who
anticipated already the existence of higher-dimensional black rings. In 2001 Emparan and Reall [3] then
found such black rings in five dimensions. They rotate in the direction of the ring and possess a horizon
topology of S1 × S2. The phase diagram of these black rings together with the Myers-Perry black holes
showed, that the uniqueness of 4-dimensional vacuum black holes does not generalize to higher dimensions.
In Myers-Perry black hole spacetimes the geodesic equations are separable [4, 5, 6]. However, the
geodesic equations of five dimensional black rings do not seem to be separable, in general. Nevertheless,
it is possible to separate the equations of motion on the rotational axis (which is actually a plane), in the
equatorial plane and in the case E = m = 0 (which is only possible in the ergosphere) [7, 8].
Hoskisson [7] studied the geodesic motion of a singly spinning black ring and discussed the separability
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, and provided numerical solutions. He analyzed numerically the motion
on the rotational axis and the equatorial plane in detail. Some aspects of nullgeodesics in the equatorial
plane were studied by Elvang, Emparan and Virmani [9]. The Pomerasky-Sen’kov doubly spinning black
ring [10] was studied by Durkee [8]. He showed that it is possible to separate the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
of the doubly spinning black ring in the case E = m = 0 and analyzed the effective potential on the two
axes (planes) of rotation and in the case E = m = 0. The zero energy nullgeodesics of the singly spinning
dipole black ring were analyzed by Armas [11]. In [12] Igata, Ishihara and Takamori concentrated on
stable bound orbits in the singly spinning black ring spacetime, which they found numerically on and near
the rotational axis.
So far the equations of motion for test particles in black ring spacetimes were only solved numerically,
and no analytic solutions have been given. The first to solve the geodesic equations in a black hole
spacetime analytically was Hagihara [13]. He presented the solution of the geodesic equation for test
particles in the Schwarzschild spacetime in terms of the elliptic Weierstraß ℘ function.
When adding the cosmological constant to the Schwarzschild metric one encounters hyperelliptic curves
in the geodesic equations. The equations of motion in Schwarzschild-(anti) de Sitter spacetimes in four
dimensions were solved in [14]. Also analytical solutions of the geodesic equations in higher dimensional
Myers-Perry spacetime [15] as well as in higher dimensional Schwarzschild, Schwarzschild-(anti) de Sitter,
Reissner-Nordstro¨m and Reissner-Nordstro¨m-(anti) de Sitter [16] were found.
The mathematical method is based on the Jacobi inversion problem. The solution can be found if the
problem is restricted to the Theta-divisor, the set of zeros of the theta function. Enolski, Pronine and
Richter developed this method in 2003 to solve the problem of the double pendulum [17].
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In this paper we present analytical solutions of the equations of motion of a singly spinning black ring.
In the case E = m = 0 and in the equatorial plane the equations are of elliptic type, however, on the
rotational axis the geodesic equations are of hyperelliptic type.
2 Singly Spinning Black Ring Spacetime
The singly spinning black ring solution can be written in the form [8]
ds2 = −H(y)
H(x)
(dt+Ωψdψ)
2 +
R2H(x)
(x− y)2
[
G(x)
H(x)
dφ2 +
dx2
G(x)
− G(y)
H(y)
dψ2 − dy
2
G(y)
]
. (1)
The metric is given in toroidal coordinates (see 1) where −1 ≤ x ≤ 1, −∞ < y ≤ −1 and −∞ < t < ∞.
φ and ψ are 2pi-periodic. The metric functions are
G(x) = (1− x2)(1 + λx),
H(x) = 1 + 2xλ+ λ2,
Ωψdψ = −CR1 + y
H(y)
dψ, where C2 ≡ 2λ2 (1 + λ)
3
1− λ .
(2)
Figure 1: Toroidal coordinates (or ring coordinates) on a cross section at constant angles φ and ψ. Solid circles correspond to
y = const. and dashed circles corredspond to x = const.. [18]
The parameters λ and R describe the shape, mass and angular momentum of the ring. λ lies in the
range 0 ≤ λ < 1 to ensure the black ring is balanced.
A spacelike curvature singularity is located at y = −∞. The metric has a coordinate singularity at
G(y) = 0, so the event horizon lies at yh = − 1λ . The ergosphere of the singly spinning black ring is
determined by H(y) = 0, which is at ye = − 1+λ22λ . Since we have yh < ye < −1, it is clear that an
ergoregion does exist. The topology of the event horizon and the ergosphere is S1 × S2.
The inverse metric is(
∂
∂s
)2
= −H(x)
H(y)
(
∂
∂t
)2
+
(x− y)2
R2H(x)
[
G(x)
(
∂
∂x
)2
−G(y)
(
∂
∂y
)2
+
H(x)
G(x)
(
∂
∂φ
)2
− H(y)
G(y)
(
∂
∂ψ
− Ωψ ∂
∂t
)2]
.
(3)
The singly spinning black ring metric and its Hamiltonian H = 12g
abpapb do not depend on the coordinates
t, φ and ψ, so we have three conserved momenta pa = gabx˙
b with the associated killing vector fields ∂/∂t,
2
∂/∂φ and ∂/∂ψ. A dot denotes the derivative with respect to an affine parameter τ .
− pt = H(y)
H(x)
(t˙+Ωψψ˙) ≡ E (4)
pφ =
R2G(x)
(x− y)2 φ˙ ≡ Φ (5)
pψ = −ΩψE − R
2H(x)G(y)
H(y)(x − y)2 ψ˙ ≡ Ψ . (6)
E is the energy, Φ and Ψ are the angular momenta in φ- and ψ-direction. The conjugate momenta in x-
and y-direction are:
px =
R2H(x)
(x− y)2G(x) x˙ (7)
py = − R
2H(x)
(x− y)2G(y) y˙ (8)
To obtain the equations of motion for a particle in the singly spinning black ring spacetime we need the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation:
∂S
∂τ
+H
(
xa,
∂S
∂xb
)
= 0 . (9)
We already have three constants of motion (E, Φ and Ψ) and the mass shell condition gabpapb = −m2
gives us a fourth , so we can make the ansatz
S(τ, t, x, y, φ, ψ) =
1
2
m2τ − Et+Φφ+ Ψψ + Sx(x) + Sy(y). (10)
Inserting this ansatz into (9) gives
0 = m2 − H(x)
H(y)
E2 +
(x− y)2
R2H(x)
[
G(x)
(
∂S
∂x
)2
−G(y)
(
∂S
∂y
)2
+
H(x)
G(x)
Φ2 − H(y)
G(y)
(Ψ + ΩψE)
2
]
. (11)
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation does not seem to be separable in general. However, it is possible to separate
the equation in the special case E = m = 0. These zero energy null geodesics are only realisable in the
ergoregion.
We can also obtain equations of motion for geodesics on the φ- and ψ-axis by setting x = ±1 (φ-axis) or
y = −1 (ψ-axis). The plane x = ±1 which is called the φ-axis, is the equatorial plane of the black ring. The
plane y = −1 which is called the ψ-axis corresponds to the rotational axis of the singly spinning black ring.
In the next sections we will study these special cases and solve the corresponding equations of motion
analytically.
3 Nullgeodesics in the Ergosphere
For E = m = 0 it is possible to separate the Hamilton-Jacobi equation:
G(x)
(
∂S
∂x
)2
+
H(x)
G(x)
Φ2 = G(y)
(
∂S
∂y
)2
+
H(y)
G(y)
Ψ2 . (12)
With a separation constant c, the equation (12) splits into two:
G2(x)
(
∂S
∂x
)2
= cG(x)− Φ2H(x) := X(x) and (13)
G2(y)
(
∂S
∂y
)2
= cG(y)−Ψ2H(y) := Y (y), (14)
so that
S = Φφ+Ψψ +
∫ √
X(x) dx+
∫ √
Y (y) dy. (15)
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Using pa =
∂S
∂xa and (4)-(8) the separated Hamilton-Jacobi equation gives the equations of motion:
dx
dγ
=
√
X(x) (16)
dy
dγ
= −
√
Y (y) (17)
dφ
dγ
=
H(x)Φ
G(x)
(18)
dψ
dγ
= −H(y)Ψ
G(y)
(19)
dt
dγ
= −CR(1 + y)Ψ
G(y)
(20)
where we have introduced the Mino-time [19] dγ = (x−y)
2
R2H(x)dτ .
3.1 Classification of geodesics
Equation (16) and (17) can be written as
(
dx
dγ
)2
+ U(x) = 0 where U(x) = Φ2H(x)− cG(x) and, (21)
(
dy
dγ
)2
+ V (y) = 0 where V (y) = Ψ2H(y)− cG(y). (22)
U(x) and V (y) can be regarded as effective potentials (see [8]). To get real solutions for the x- and y-
equation the effective potentials have to be negative. So c ≥ 0 is required, because H(x) ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ λ < 1
and −1 ≤ x ≤ 1. The zeros of the effective potentials and hence X and Y mark the turning points of the
motion of light or a test particle (in this case we only have light since m = 0). A good way to determine
the number of zeros are parametric diagrams. Figure 2 shows a parametric Φ-λ-c-diagram for U(x). It
turns out that X(x) has two real zeros in the allowed range of x or none. One zero is always negative
while the other can be positive or negative.
If X(x) has two zeros the x-motion takes place between these two values, if X(x) has a single zero at
x = 0 the x-motion stays constant.
Y (y) and accordingly V (y) determine the type of the orbit. If λ = 0 and c ≥ Ψ2, Y (y) has no real
zeros. Otherwise Y (y) has always one real zero in the allowed range of y. That means the only possible
orbit is a Terminating Orbit (TO), where light crosses the horizon and falls into the singularity.
See figure 3 for examples of the effective potentials.
3.2 Solution of the x-equation
Equation (16) can be written as
(
dx
dγ
)2
= X(x) = bx,3x
3 + bx,2x
2 + bx,1x+ bx,0, (23)
where X is a polynomial of third order with the coefficients
bx,3 = −cλ
bx,2 = −c
bx,1 = λ(c− 2Φ2)
bx,0 = c− Φ2(1 + λ2). (24)
The substitution x = 1bx,3
(
4v − bx,23
)
transforms the polynomial into the standard Weierstraß form
(
dv
dγ
)2
= 4v3 − gx,2v − gx,3 := Px,3(v), (25)
4
Figure 2: Three dimensional parametric c-λ-Φ-diagram for the singly spinning black ring in the case E = m = 0. Inside the structure
X(x) has two real zeros, outside the structure it has no real zeros in the allowed range of x.
(a) Effective potential U(x) for Φ = 0.5.
There is one positive and one nega-
tive zero.
(b) Effective potential U(x) for Φ = 0.9.
There are two negative zeros.
(c) Effective potential V (y) for Ψ = 5.
The point indicates the position of
the turning point and the red hor-
izontal dashed line shows the range
of a terminating orbit. The horizon
is marked by a vertical dashed line.
Figure 3: c = 1,λ = 0.5: Effective potentials for the singly spinning black ring in the case E = m = 0.
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where
gx,2 =
b2x,2
12
− bx,1bx,3
4
and gx,3 =
bx,1bx,2bx,3
48
− bx,0b
2
x,3
16
− b
3
x,2
216
. (26)
Equation (25) is of elliptic type and is solved by the Weierstraß elliptic function [20]
v(γ) = ℘(γ − γ′in, gx,2, gx,3) , (27)
where γ′in = γin +
∫∞
vx,in
dv′√
4v′3−gx,2v′−gx,3
and vx,in =
1
4
(
bx,3xin +
bx,2
3
)
. Then the solution of (16) takes
the form
x(γ) =
1
bx,3
[
4℘(γ − γ′in, gx,2, gx,3)−
bx,2
3
]
. (28)
3.3 Solution of the y-equation
Equation (17) can be written as(
dy
dγ
)2
= Y (y) = by,3y
3 + by,2y
2 + by,1y + by,0, (29)
where Y is a polynomial of third order with the coefficients
by,3 = −cλ
by,2 = −c
by,1 = λ(c− 2Ψ2)
by,0 = c−Ψ2(1 + λ2). (30)
The problem can be solved analogously to the x-equation. Here the solution is
y(γ) =
1
by,3
[
4℘(γ − γ′′in, gy,2, gy,3)−
by,2
3
]
, (31)
where γ′′in = γin −
∫∞
vy,in
dv′√
4v′3−gy,2v′−gy,3
and vy,in =
1
4
(
by,3yin +
by,2
3
)
.
3.4 Solution of the φ-equation
Using (16) the equation (18) becomes
dφ =
H(x)Φ
G(x)
dx√
X(x)
or (32)
φ− φin = Φ
∫ x
xin
H(x′)Φ
G(x′)
dx′√
X(x′)
. (33)
We substitute x = 1bx,3
(
4u− bx,23
)
to transform X(x) into the Weierstraß form Px,3 (see (25)):
φ− φin = Φ
∫ u
uin
H
(
1
bx,3
(
4u′ − bx,23
))
Φ
G
(
( 1bx,3
(
4u′ − bx,23
)) du′√
Px,3(u′)
(34)
Now G has the zeros p1,2 = ± bx,34 +
bx,2
12 and p3 = −
bx,3
4λ +
bx,2
12 . We next apply a partial fractions
decomposition upon equation (34):
φ− φin = Φ
∫ u
uin
3∑
j=1
Hj
u− pj
du′√
Px,3(u′)
(35)
Hj are constants which arise from the partial fractions decomposition and depend on the parameters of the
metric and the test particle. Then we substitute u = ℘(v, gx,2, gx,3) with ℘
′(v) =
√
4℘3(v)− gx,2℘(v)− gx,3.
Equation (35) now simplifies to
φ− φin = Φ
∫ v
vin
3∑
j=1
Hj
℘(v)− pj dv (36)
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with v = v(γ) = γ − γ′in and vin = v(γin).
After solving the integrals of the third kind (see e.g. [21]), the final solution reads
φ(γ) = Φ
3∑
j=1
Hj
℘′x(vj)
(
2ζx(vj)(v − vin) + log σx(v − vj)
σx(vin − vj) − log
σx(v + vj)
σx(vin + vj)
)
+ φin (37)
with pj = ℘(vj). The index x refers to the Weierstraß-functions with respect to the parameters gx,2 and
gx,3.
3.5 Solution of the ψ-equation
Using (17) equation (19) becomes
dψ =
H(y)Ψ
G(y)
dy√
Y (y)
or (38)
ψ − ψin = Ψ
∫ y
yin
H(y′)Φ
G(y′)
dy′√
Y (y′)
. (39)
The ψ-equation can be solved analogously to the φ-equation. With v = v(γ) = γ − γ′′in, vin = v(γin) and
pj = ℘(vj) the solution is
ψ(γ) = Ψ
3∑
j=1
Kj
℘′y(vj)
(
2ζy(vj)(v − vin) + log σy(v − vj)
σy(vin − vj) − log
σy(v + vj)
σy(vin + vj)
)
+ ψin . (40)
Kj are constants which arise from the partial fractions decomposition and depend on the parameters
of the metric and the test particle. The index y refers to the Weierstraß-functions with respect to the
parameters gy,2 and gy,3.
3.6 Solution of the t-equation
Using (17) we can write (20) as
dt = CRΨ
1 + y
G(y)
dy√
Y (y)
= CRΨ
1
(1− y)(1 + λy)
dy√
Y (y)
or (41)
t− tin = CRΨ
∫ y
yin
1
(1 − y′)(1 + λy′)
dy′√
Y (y′)
. (42)
The t-equation can be solved in an analogous way to the φ- and ψ-equation. We substitute y =
1
by,3
(
4u− by,23
)
. The integral (42) is of the third kind and has the poles p1 =
bx,3
4 +
bx,2
12 and p2 =
− bx,34λ +
bx,2
12 (with respect to u). Then we apply a partial fractions decomposition, where the constants
Mj arise and we substitute again u = ℘(v, gy,2, gy,3). After the solution of the occurring elliptic integrals
of the third kind, the solution of (20) yields
t(γ) = CRΨ
2∑
j=1
Mj
℘′y(vj)
(
2ζy(vj)(v − vin) + log σy(v − vj)
σy(vin − vj) − log
σy(v + vj)
σy(vin + vj)
)
+ tin . (43)
3.7 The Orbits
In the ergosphere of a singly spinning black ring only TOs with E = m = 0 are possible. Figure 4 shows
a TO plotted in the x-y-plane in Cartesian coordinates (a, b).
To change from the ring coordinates to the polar coordinates (ρ, θ) the transformation
ρ =
R
√
y2 − x2
x− y , tan θ =
√
y2 − 1
1− x2 (44)
is used. Then conventional Cartesian coordinates take the form
a = ρ sin θ , b = ρ cos θ (45)
(see [7] or [22]). The singularity of the black ring is at a = ±1, b = 0.
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Figure 4: c = 1, λ = 0.5, Φ = 0.5 and Ψ = 5
a-b-plot of a TO for the singly spinning black ring in the case E = m = 0. The black dashed circles are the event horizon
and the red dotted circles denote the ergosphere.
4 Geodesics on the rotational axis
The surface y = −1 is the axis of rotation of the singly spinning black ring. Here the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation depends on the coordinate x only. We set y = −1, Ψ = 0 and py = ∂S∂y = 0 in the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation (11):
0 = m2 − H(x)
(1− λ)2E
2 +
(x+ 1)2
R2H(x)
[
G(x)
(
∂S
∂x
)2
+
H(x)
G(x)
Φ2
]
. (46)
This can be rearranged to
(
∂S
∂x
)2
=
R2H(x)
(x+ 1)2G(x)
[
H(x)
(1− λ)2E
2 −m2
]
− H(x)
G2(x)
Φ2 := XS . (47)
Then we have
S =
1
2
m2τ − Et+Φφ+
∫ √
XS dx . (48)
Now we set the partial derivatives of S with respect to the constants m2, E and Φ to zero in order to
obtain the equations of motion. With the Mino-time [19] dγ = x+1R2H(x)dτ the equations of motion take
the form
dx
dγ
=
{
R2H(x)G(x)
(
H(x)
E2
(1− λ)2 −m
2
)
− Φ2H(x)(x + 1)2
}1/2
:=
√
X(x) , (49)
dφ
dγ
= Φ
(x+ 1)H(x)
G(x)
, (50)
dt
dγ
=
R2EH2(x)
(x+ 1)(1− λ)2 , (51)
where X(x) is a polynomial of fifth order.
4.1 Classification of geodesics
From (49) we can read off the effective potential consisting of two parts U+(x) and U−(x) (to be consistent
with the effective potential on the equatorial plane later on):
X = a(x)(E − U+)(E − U−) . (52)
Since X(x) can be written as X(x) = a(x)E2 + b(x) the effective potential takes the form
U±(x) = ±
√
− b(x)
a(x)
, (53)
where a(x) = R
2H2(x)G(x)
(1−λ)2 and b(x) = −R2H(x)G(x)m2 − Φ2H(x)(x + 1)2.
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Figure 5 shows the effective potential for the motion on the ψ axis. U+ is plotted in red (solid) while
U− is plotted in blue (dotted). The grey area between the two parts of the potential is a forbidden zone
where no motion is possible becauseX(x) becomes negative there. U+ and U− are symmetric (U+ = −U−)
and meet at the horizon.
x = −1 is always a zero of X(x), but since the point x = −1, y = −1 corresponds to infinity in cartesian
coordinates it is not a real turning point of the test particle. If Φ = 0 then X(x) has the zeros x = −1
and x = +1 and possibly a third zero between -1 and +1. The coordinate range of x (−1 ≤ x ≤ +1) only
covers the space from infinity (-1) to the center of the black ring (+1). Since there is no potential barrier
at x = +1 for Φ = 0, light and test particles with the right amount of energy cross the center of the black
ring and continue their orbit at the other side of the black ring.
If Φ = 0 then none or one turning point exists. If |Φ| > 0 there is a potential barrier which prevents
the geodesics from reaching x = +1 and one or two turning points exist. For larger λ and |Φ| the potential
has local extrema which lead to three turning points.
Possible orbits are Bound Orbits (BO), where light or test particles circle the black ring, and Escape
Orbits (EO), where light or test particles approach the black ring, turn around at a certain point and
escape the gravitational field.
There are five different types of orbits (see table 1).
• Type A:
X(x) has no zero in the range −1 < x < 1. EOs without a turning point exist. The orbit crosses
the equatorial plane (x = +1) and reaches infinity (x = −1 and y = −1).
• Type B:
X(x) has one zero in the range −1 < x < 1. BOs with a turning point on each side of the ring exist,
so that the orbit crosses the equatorial plane (x = +1).
• Type C:
X(x) has one zero in the range −1 < x < 1. EOs with a turning point exist.
• Type D:
X(x) has two zeros in the range −1 < x < 1. BOs which do not cross the equatorial plane exist.
• Type E:
X(x) has three zeros in the range −1 < x < 1. BOs which do not cross the equatorial plane and
EOs exist.
(a) R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.4 and Φ = 0
Examples of orbits of type A and
B. There are none or one turning
points.
(b) R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.4 and Φ = 1
Examples of orbits of type C and
D. If |Φ| > 0 there is a po-
tential barrier which prevents the
geodesics from reaching x = +1.
There are one or two turning
points.
(c) R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.8 and Φ = 8
Example of an orbit of type E. The
potential can have lokal extrema
which lead to three turning points.
Figure 5: Effective potentials U+(x) (red, solid) and U−(x) (blue, dotted) on the ψ axis of the ring. The grey area is a forbidden
zone, where no motion is possible. Green dashed lines represent energies and green points mark the turning points.
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type zeros range of x orbit
A 0 EO
B 1 BO
C 1 EO
D 2 BO
E 3 EO, BO
Table 1: Types of orbits of light and particles in the singly spinning black ring spacetime for y = −1, Ψ = 0. The thick lines
represent the range of the orbits. The turning points are shown by thick dots. The number of zeros in the table is the
number of zeros in the range −1 < x < 1.
4.2 Solution of the x-equation
Equation (49) can be written as(
dx
dγ
)2
= X(x) = ax,5x
5 + ax,4x
4 + ax,3x
3 + ax,2x
2 + ax,1x+ ax,0, (54)
where X(x) is a polynomial of fifth order with the coefficients
ax,5 =
−4R2λ3E2
(1 − λ)2
ax,4 =
[−2R2λ−R2(1 + λ2)λ]2λE2
(1− λ)2 − 2R
2λ2
(
(1 + λ2)
(1 − λ)2E
2 −m2
)
ax,3 = 2Φ
2λ+
[2R2λ2 −R2(1 + λ2)]2λE2
(1− λ)2 + (−2R
2λ−R2(1 + λ2)λ)
(
(1 + λ2)
(1− λ)2E
2 −m2
)
ax,2 = −4Φ2λ− Φ2(1 + λ2) + [2R
2λ2 +R2(1 + λ2)]2λE2
(1− λ)2 + (2R
2λ−R2(1 + λ2))
(
(1 + λ2)
(1− λ)2E
2 −m2
)
ax,1 = −2Φ2λ− 2Φ2(1 + λ2) + 2R
2(1 + λ2)λE2
(1− λ)2 + (2R
2λ+R2(1 + λ2)λ)
(
(1 + λ2)
(1− λ)2E
2 −m2
)
ax,0 = −Φ2(1 + λ2) +R2(1 + λ2)
(
(1 + λ2)
(1− λ)2E
2 −m2
)
. (55)
A separation of variables gives the hyperelliptic integral
γ − γin =
∫ x
xin
dx′√
X(x′)
. (56)
A canonical basis of holomorphic (dui) and meromorphic (dri) differentials associated with the hyperel-
liptic curve w2 = X(x) is given by (see [21] or [16])
du1 :=
dx√
X(x)
, du2 :=
xdx√
X(x)
, (57)
dr1 := (3ax,5x
3 + 2ax,4x
2 + ax,3x)
dx
4
√
X(x)
, dr2 := ax,5x
2 dx
4
√
X(x)
. (58)
Furthermore we introduce the holomorphic and meromorphic period matrices (2ω, 2ω′) and (2η, 2η′):
2ωij :=
∮
aj
dui, 2ω
′
ij :=
∮
bj
dui,
2ηij := −
∮
aj
dri, 2η
′
ij := −
∮
bj
dri,
(59)
with i, j = 1, 2, where {a1, a2; b1, b2} is the canonical basis of closed paths. The normalized holomorphic
differentials are
dv := (2ω)−1du, du =
(
du1
du2
)
. (60)
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The solution of equation (54) is extensively discussed in [14, 15, 16, 21], and is given by the derivatives σi
of the Kleinian sigma function σ(u) = ke−(1/2)u
tηω−1uϑ((2ω)−1u+Kxin; τ):
x(γ) = −σ1(γΘ)
σ2(γΘ)
, (61)
where
γΘ :=
(
γ − γ′in
γ2
)
. (62)
The constant γ′in = γin +
∫∞
xin
du1 depends on γin and xin only. γ2 is defined by the vanishing condition of
the Kleinian sigma function σ(γΘ) = 0 so that (2ω)
−1γΘ is an element of the theta divisor ΘK∞ (the set
of zeros of the theta function) where
K∞ = τ
(
1/2
1/2
)
+
(
0
1/2
)
(63)
is the vector of Riemann constants and τ is the Riemann period matrix defined as τ := ω−1ω′.
4.3 Solution of the φ-equation
With (49) equation (50) yields
dφ = Φ
(x+ 1)H(x)
G(x)
dx√
X(x)
= Φ
H(x)
(1− x)(1 + λx)
dx√
X(x)
(64)
or
φ− φin = Φ
∫ x
xin
H(x′)
(1− x′)(1 + λx′)
dx′√
X(x′)
. (65)
The integral (65) has poles at p1 = 1 and p2 = − 1λ .
Now we apply a partial fractions decomposition upon (65):
φ− φin = Φ
∫ x
xin
2∑
i=1
Ki
x′ − pi
dx′√
X(x′)
, (66)
where Ki = ∓λ− 1 are constants which arise from the partial fractions decomposition.
The differentials in the equation above are of the third kind and can be solved with the help of the
following equation (see [21]).
W
∫ P
P ′
1
x− Z
dx
w
=2
∫ P
P ′
duT (x, y)
[
ζ
(∫ (Z,W )
(e2,0)
du+K∞
)
− 2(η′ε′ + ηε)− 1
2
Z(Z,W )
]
+ ln
σ
(∫ P
∞
du− ∫ (Z,W )
(e2,0)
du−K∞
)
σ
(∫ P
∞ du+
∫ (Z,W )
(e2,0)
du−K∞
) − lnσ
(∫ P ′
∞
du− ∫ (Z,W )
(e2,0)
du−K∞
)
σ
(∫ P ′
∞ du+
∫ (Z,W )
(e2,0)
du−K∞
) .
(67)
P and P ′ are points on the hyperelliptic curve, Z is a pole, W = w(Z) and w2 = X(x). The zeros ei of
w2(x) are the branch points of the curve w2. du is the vector of the holomorphic differentials of the first
kind dui =
xi−1
w dx with i = 1, ..., g. ζ and σ are Kleinian functions and K∞ is the vector of Riemann
constants.
The vector Ai identified with each branch point ei is defined as [21]
Ai =
∫ (ei,0)
∞
du = 2ωεk + 2ω
′ε′i, i = 1, . . . , 6 , (68)
with the vectors εi and ε
′
i whose entries εi,j , ε
′
i,j are
1
2 or 0 for every i = 1, . . . , 6, j = 1, 2. The matrix
[ui] =
[
ε′i
εi
]
(69)
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is called the characteristic of a branch point ei.
The gth component (in this case genus g = 2) of the vector Z(Z,W ) is Zg(Z,W ) = 0 and for 1 ≤ j < g
we have
Zj(Z,W ) =
W∏g
k=2(Z − e2k)
g−j−1∑
k=0
(−1)g−k+j+1ZkSg−k−j−1(e) . (70)
The Sk(e) are elementary symmetric functions of order k built on g− 1 branch points e4, . . . , e2g: S0 = 1,
S1 = e4 + . . .+ e2g, etc.
Then the solution of the φ-equation reads
φ = φin +Φ
2∑
i=1
Ki
[
2
Wi
(∫ x
xin
du
)T (
ζ
(∫ (pi,Wi)
(e2,0)
du+K∞
)
− 2(η′ε′ + ηε)− 1
2
Z(pi,Wi)
)
+ ln
σ
(
W 2(x)
)
σ (W 1(x))
− ln σ
(
W 2(xin)
)
σ (W 1(xin))
] (71)
where Wi =
√
X(pi) and W
1,2(x) =
∫ x
∞ du ±
∫ (pi,Wi)
(e2,0)
du−K∞.
4.4 Solution of the t-equation
With (49) equation (51) yields
dt
dγ
=
R2EH2(x)
(x+ 1)(1− λ)2 (72)
or
t− tin = R
2E
(1− λ)2
∫ x
xin
H2(x′)
(x′ + 1)
dx′√
X(x′)
. (73)
Next we apply a partial fractions decomposition upon (73) where the constants Mi arise.
t− tin = R
2E
(1− λ)2
∫ x
xin
(
K1
x+ 1
+K2 +K3 · x
)
dx′√
X(x′)
(74)
First we will solve the holomorphic integrals
∫ x
xin
x′ i√
X(x′)
dx′.
We introduce a variable v so that v − v0 =
∫ x
xin
dx′√
X(x′)
. The inversion of this integral yields x(v) =
−σ1(u)σ2(u) (see section 4.2 or [21]), where
u = Ai +
(
v − v0
f1(v − v0)
)
, f1(0) = 0 . (75)
The function f1(v − v0) can be found from the condition σ(u) = 0. Equation (74) now reads
t− tin = R
2E
(1 − λ)2
[∫ x
xin
K1
x+ 1
dx′√
X(x′)
+K2(v − v0) +K3f1(v − v0)
]
. (76)
The remaining differential is of the third kind. Its solution is presented in (67). Then the solution of the
t-equation (51) is
t = tin +
R2E
(1− λ)2
{
K1
[
2√
X(−1)
(∫ x
xin
du
)T (
ζ
(∫ (−1,√X(−1))
(e2,0)
du+K∞
)
− 2(η′ε′ + ηε)
−1
2
Z(−1,
√
X(−1))
)
+ ln
σ
(
W 2(x)
)
σ (W 1(x))
− ln σ
(
W 2(xin)
)
σ (W 1(xin))
]
+K2(v − v0) +K3f1(v − v0)
} (77)
where W 1,2(x) =
∫ x
∞
du± ∫ (−1,√X(−1))(e2,0) du−K∞.
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4.5 The orbits
On the rotational axis of the singly spinning black ring bound orbits and escape orbits are possible.
The orbits either move around the ring or move directly through the center of the ring. Figure 6 and
7 show bound orbits and figure 8 and 9 show escape orbits in a-b-coordinates (see section 3.7) and the
corresponding solution x(γ). Since the orbits on the rotational axis are presented by lines in the x-y-plane,
we will also show them in the x-φ-plane where we will use the coordinates r1 and φ.
One can think of ring coordinates as two pairs of polar coordinates
x1 = r1 sin(φ)
x2 = r1 cos(φ)
and
x3 = r2 sin(ψ)
x4 = r2 cos(ψ)
(78)
where
r1 = R
√
1− x2
x− y and r2 = R
√
y2 − 1
x− y (79)
(see [7, 18]).
If ψ is constant, the horizon of the black ring consists of two S2 spheres. If we look at the rotational
axis where y = −1, the coordinates x1 and x2 describe the plane between these two spheres, so the hori-
zon cannot be seen in this plane. If φ is constant, the horizon has S1 × S1 topology. So if x = ±1 the
coordinates x3 and x4 describe the equatorial plane “as seen from above”.
The bound orbits of type B and the escape orbits of type A, which move through the center of the
black ring, are lines in every plane since here both angles φ and ψ are constant. So in that case we only
show the a-b-plot.
5 Geodesics on the equatorial plane
The surface x = ±1 is the equatorial plane of the black ring, which is divided into two parts. The first
part x = +1 is the plane enclosed by the ring (or more precisely: enclosed by the singularity), which we
will refer to as “inside” the ring. The second part x = −1 describes the equatorial plane around the black
ring (or more precisely: around the singularity), which we will refer to as “outside” the ring.
If we set x = ±1, Φ = 0 and px = ∂S∂x = 0 in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (11), it depends on the
coordinate y only:
0 = m2 − (1± λ)
2
H(y)
E2 +
(±1− y)2
R2(1± λ)2
[
−G(y)
(
∂S
∂y
)2
− H(y)
G(y)
(Ψ + ΩψE)
2
]
. (80)
This can be rearranged to(
∂S
∂y
)2
=
R2(1± λ)2
(±1− y)2G(y)
[
m2 − H(y)
(1± λ)2E
2
]
− H(y)
G2(y)
(Ψ + ΩψE)
2 := YS . (81)
Then we have
S =
1
2
m2τ − Et+Ψψ +
∫ √
YS dy . (82)
Now we set the derivatives of S with respect to the constants m2, E and Ψ to zero in order to obtain
the equations of motion. With the Mino-time [19] dγ = ±1−yR2 dτ and the relation Ωψ = −CR 1+yH(y) the
equations of motion take the form
dy
dγ
=
{
R2
G(y)
H(y)
[
H(y)
(1± λ)2m
2 − E2
]
− (±1− y)
2H(y)
(1 ± λ)4 [H(y)Ψ + Ωψ]
2
}1/2
:=
√
Y (y) , (83)
dψ
dγ
= − (Ψ + ΩψE)(±1 − y)H(y)
(1± λ)2G(y) , (84)
dt
dγ
=
R2E
(±1− y)H(y) +
(ΩψΨ+Ω
2
ψE)(±1− y)H(y)
(1± λ)2G(y) . (85)
It might not be obvious at first glance, but Y (y) is a polynomial of third order in y and therefore the
equations of motion are of elliptic type.
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(a) a-b-plot (x-y-plane)
The black dashed circles show the position of
the horizon and the red dotted circles mark the
ergosphere.
(b) Solution x(γ)
The black horizontal lines are the position of
the turning points.
(c) x1-x2-plot (x-φ-plane)
Figure 6: R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.4, Φ = 1 and E = 0.9: Bound orbit on the rotational axis.
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(a) a-b-plot (x-y-plane)
The black dashed circles show the position of
the horizon and the red dotted circles mark the
ergosphere.
(b) Solution x(γ)
The lower horizontal black line shows the turn-
ing point on each side of the ring. The up-
per horizontal black line at x = 1 represents
the equatorial plane, if a test particle reaches
x = 1 it continues its orbit on the other side of
the ring.
Figure 7: R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.4, Φ = 0 and E = 0.8: Bound orbit passing through the black ring on the rotational axis. The
motion above the equatorial plane is shown in blue (solid) and the motion below the equatorial plane is shown in green
(dashed).
5.1 Classification of geodesics
From (83) we can read off an effective potential consisting of the two parts V+(y) and V−(y):
Y = a(y)(E − V+)(E − V−) . (86)
Since Y (y) can be written as Y (y) = a(y)E2 + b(y)E + c(y) the effective potential takes the form
V±(y) =
−b(y)±
√
b(y)2 − 4a(y)c(y)
2a(y)
, where (87)
a(y) = −R2G(y)
H(y)
− (±1− y)
2C2R2(1 + y)2
(1 ± λ)4H(y) ,
b(y) =
2(±1− y)2ΨCR(1 + y)
(1± λ)4 ,
c(y) =
R2G(y)m2
(1 ± λ)2 −
(±1− y)2H(y)Ψ2
(1 ± λ)4 . (88)
The two cases x = +1 (geodesics inside the ring) and x = −1 (geodesics outside the ring) have to be
discussed separately.
5.1.1 Geodesics outside the ring
Let us first take a look at the motion on the surface outside the black ring. Here we have x = −1.
Figure 10 shows the effective potential V (y) for different values of the parameters. V+ and V− meet at
the horizon. Mainly the angular momentum Ψ defines the shape of the effective potential. For Ψ = 0 the
potential is symmetric and Y (y) has none or one zero. If |Ψ| > 0 the potential is no longer symmetric and
if |Ψ| is large enough up to two zeros of Y (y) are possible.
Possible orbits are Terminating Orbits (TO) with or without a turning point, where light or test
particles cross the horizon and fall into the singularity, and Escape Orbits (EO), where light or test
particles aproach the black ring, turn around at a certain point and escape the gravitational field. The
zero of Y (y) of a TO can lie directly on the event horizon.
There are three different types of orbits (see table 2).
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(a) a-b-plot (x-y-plane)
The black dashed circles show the position of
the horizon and the red dotted circles mark the
ergosphere.
(b) Solution x(γ)
Solution x(γ)
The upper horizontal black line is the position
of the turning point. The lower horizontal black
line represents infinity (y = x = −1 in ring
coordinates).
(c) x1-x2-plot (x-φ-plane)
Figure 8: R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.4, Φ = 1 and E = 2: Escape orbit on the rotational axis.
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(a) a-b-plot (x-y-plane)
The black dashed circles show the position of
the horizon and the red dotted circles mark the
ergosphere.
(b) Solution x(γ)
The upper horizontal black line at x = 1 rep-
resents the equatorial plane, if a test particle
reaches x = 1 it continues its orbit on the other
side of the ring. The lower horizontal black line
represents infinity (y = x = −1 in ring coordi-
nates).
Figure 9: R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.4, Φ = 0 and E = 1.5: Escape orbit passing through the black ring on the rotational axis. The
motion above the equatorial plane is shown in blue (solid) and the motion below the equatorial plane is shown in green
(dashed).
• Type A:
Y (y) has no zeros and only TOs exist.
• Type B:
Y (y) has one zero and only TOs exist. In a special case the zero of Y (y) lies on the horizon.
• Type C:
Y (y) has two zeros. TOs and EOs exist. In a special case the zero of Y (y) lies on the horizon.
type zeros range of y orbit
A 0 TO
B 1 TO
B0 1 TO
C 2 TO, EO
C0 2 TO, EO
Table 2: Types of orbits of light and particles in the singly spinning black ring spacetime for x = −1, Φ = 0. The thick lines
represent the range of the orbits. The turning points are shown by thick dots. The horizon is indicated by a vertical double
line. In a special case the zero of Y (y) lies on the horizon.
5.1.2 Geodesics inside the ring
The effective potential for geodesics on the surface enclosed by the black ring (x = +1) is shown in figure
11. Again, if we have Ψ = 0 the potential is symmetric and Y (y) has none or one zeros. In the case
|Ψ| > 0 a potential barrier appears which prevents test particles and light from reaching y = −1. Then
Y (y) has always a single zero in the allowed range of y. The higher |Ψ| the higher the energy where V+
and V− meet. Note that x = +1, y = −1 is the location of the center of the black ring.
Possible orbits are Terminating Orbits where Y (y) has one zero (type B) or none zero (type A). For
the type of orbits see previous section. In a special case the zero of Y (y) lies on the horizon. (type B0).
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(a) Ψ = 0
Examples of orbits of type A, B and B0. The potential
is symmetric and Y (y) has none or one zeros.
(b) Ψ = 5
Examples of orbits of type of type C and C0. If |Ψ| > 0
the potential is no longer symmetric and up to two zeros
of Y (y) are possible.
Figure 10: R = 1, m = 1 and λ = 0.5
Effective potentials V+(y) (red, solid) and V−(y) (blue, dotted) on the φ axis outside the ring. The grey area is a forbidden
zone, where no motion is possible. The horizon is marked by a vertical dashed line. Green dashed lines represent energys
and green points mark the turning points.
5.2 Solution of the y-equation
Equation (83) can be solved analogously to (16). (83) can be written as(
dy
dγ
)2
= Y (y) = b3y
3 + b2y
2 + b1y + b0 , (89)
where
b3 =
−C2R2E2
2λ(λ± 1)4 +
CREΨ− λΨ2
(λ± 1)4 −
R2m2λ
(λ ± 1)2
b2 =
C2R2E2
2λ2(λ ± 1)4 +
4(1± 1)λ(1 + λ+ 2λ2)R2E2
(λ − 1)(λ± 1)4 +
(−λ2 ± 4λ− 1)Ψ2
(λ± 1)4 ∓
2(2∓ 1)CREΨ
(λ± 1)4 −
R2m2
(λ± 1)2
b1 =
12λ2R2E2
(λ− 1)(λ± 1)4 −
λ(λ + 1)R2E2
(λ− 1)(λ± 1)2 ∓
2(2∓ 1)CREΨ
(λ± 1)4 ±
2(λ2 ∓ λ+ 1)Ψ2
(λ± 1)4 +
R2m2λ
(λ± 1)2
b0 =
−C2R2E2
2λ2(λ ± 1)4 +
2CREΨ− (λ2 + 1)Ψ2
(λ± 1)4 +
4(1± 1)λR2E2
(λ± 1)4 +
R2m2
(λ± 1)2 .
(90)
The solution is (see section 3.2)
y(γ) =
1
b3
[
4℘(γ − γ′in, g2, g3)−
b2
3
]
, (91)
where γ′in = γin+
∫∞
vin
dv′√
4v′3−g2v′−g3
and vin =
1
4
(
b3yin +
b2
3
)
. The coefficients g2 and g3 of the polynomial
in the Weierstraß form are
g2 =
b22
12
− b1b3
4
and g3 =
b1b2b3
48
− b0b
2
3
16
− b
3
2
216
. (92)
5.3 Solution of the ψ-equation
With (83) equation (84) yields
dψ = − (Ψ + ΩψE)(±1− y)H(y)
(1 ± λ)2G(y)
dy√
Y (y)
(93)
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Figure 11: R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.5 und Φ = 0
Effective potentials V+(y) (red, solid) and V−(y) (blue, dotted) on the equatorial plane inside the ring. The grey area
is a forbidden zone, where no motion is possible. The horizon is marked by a vertical dashed line. Green dashed lines
represent energies and green points mark the turning points. Possible orbits are of type A, B and B0.
or
ψ − ψin =
∫ y
yin
− (Ψ + ΩψE)(±1− y
′)H(y′)
(1 ± λ)2G(y′)
dy′√
Y (y′)
. (94)
This can be rewritten as
ψ − ψin = ±1
(1± λ)2
∫ y
yin
CRE(1 + y′)−H(y′)Ψ
(1 ± y)(1 + λy′)
dy′√
Y (y′)
. (95)
This equation can be solved analogously to the φ- and ψ-equation for nullgeodesics in the ergosphere (see
section 3.4 and 3.5). With v = v(γ) = γ − γ′in, vin = v(γin) and pj = ℘(vj) the solution is
ψ(γ) =
2∑
j=1
Kj
℘′y(vj)
(
2ζy(vj)(v − vin) + log σy(v − vj)
σy(vin − vj) − log
σy(v + vj)
σy(vin + vj)
)
+ ψin .
(96)
Kj are constants which arise from the partial fractions decomposition and depend on the parameters of
the metric and the test particle.
5.4 Solution of the t-equation
With (83) equation (85) yields
dt =
(
R2E
H(y)(±1− y) +
(±1− y)CR[ΨH(y) + CRE(1 + y)]
(1± λ)2(1− y)(1 + λy)H(y)
)
dy√
Y (y)
(97)
or
t− tin =
∫ y
yin
(
R2E
H(y′)(±1− y′) +
(±1− y′)CR[ΨH(y′) + CRE(1 + y′)]
(1 ± λ)2(1− y′)(1 + λy′)H(y′)
)
dy′√
Y (y′)
. (98)
This equation can be solved analogously to the φ- and ψ-equation for nullgeodesics in the ergosphere (see
section 3.4 and 3.5). With v = v(γ) = γ − γ′in, vin = v(γin) and qj = ℘(vj) the solution is
t(γ) =
4∑
j=1
Mj
℘′y(vj)
(
2ζy(vj)(v − vin) + log σy(v − vj)
σy(vin − vj) − log
σy(v + vj)
σy(vin + vj)
)
+M0(v − vin) + tin .
(99)
Mj are constants which arise from the partial fractions decomposition and depend on the parameters of
the metric and the test particle.
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5.5 The orbits
On the equatorial plane around the singly spinning black ring terminating orbits and escape orbits are
possible. Figure 12 and 13 show some orbits in a-b-coordinates (see section 3.7) and the corresponding
solution y(γ). Also the y-ψ-plane is shown in the coordinates x3 and x4 (see section 4.5).
An escape orbit is depicted in figure 12. Figure 13 shows a terminating orbit which starts at its turning
point and then falls into the singularity.
The frame dragging effect can be seen in figure 14. Once the particle enters the ergosphere it is dragged
along by the rotation of the black ring. If the angular momentum of the particle and the black ring have
opposite signs, the particle changes its direction when approaching the ergosphere.
(a) a-b-plot
The black dashed circles show the position of the horizon and the red
dotted circles mark the ergosphere.
(b) Solution y(γ)
The lower horizontal black line marks the po-
sition of the turning point and the upper hori-
zontal black line shows where infinity is reached
(x = y = −1 in ring coordinates)
(c) x3-x4-plot (y-ψ-plane)
In this plane we are looking at the black ring
from above. The black dashed circles show the
position of the horizon and the red dotted cir-
cles mark the ergosphere.
Figure 12: R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.5, Ψ = 5 and E = 1.6: Escape orbit on the equatorial plane outside the ring (x = −1).
On the equatorial plane enclosed by the black ring only terminating orbits are possible. Figure 15
shows a terminating orbit which starts at the center of the black ring and then falls into the singularity.
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(a) a-b-plot
The black dashed circles show the position of the horizon and the red
dotted circles mark the ergosphere. The orbit is plotted for φ = ψ = pi
2
.
(b) Solution y(γ)
The black dashed line shows the position of the
event horizon and the black solid line marks the
position of the turning point.
(c) x3-x4-plot (y-ψ-plane)
In this plane we are looking at the black ring
from above. The black dashed circles show the
position of the horizon and the red dotted cir-
cles mark the ergosphere. The green solid circle
(ρ2 = 1) is the singularity of the black ring.
Figure 13: R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.5, Ψ = 5 and E = 1.6: Terminating orbit starting at its turning point on the equatorial plane
outside the ring (x = −1).
6 Conclusion
In this paper we presented the analytical solutions of the geodesic equations of the singly spinning black
ring for special cases. Since the Hamilton-Jacobi equation seems not to be separable in general, we had to
concentrate on the nullgeodesics in the ergosphere (E = m = 0), geodesics on the rotational axis (y = −1)
and geodesics on the equatorial plane (x = ±1).
We discussed the general structure of the orbits and gave a complete classification of their types.
In the ergosphere there is just one possible orbit, where light crosses the event horizon and falls in-
evitably into the singularity (terminating orbit). The x-motion bounces back and forth between two
values or stays constant at x = 0, while y ranges from a turning point to −∞. On the rotational axis y
is constant, so here the x-motion determines the type of orbit. We found escape orbits and bound orbits,
the latter were also shown numerically by Igata et al. [12]. On the equatorial plane we found terminating
orbits and escape orbits.
The separability of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is a coordinate related phenomenon, so one might
think of a coordinate system in which it would be possible to separate the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in
general. But recently Igata, Ishihara and Takamori found evidence of chaotic motion in the singly spinning
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(a) R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.5, Ψ = 5 and E = 2.75
Here the angular momentum of the particle and the
black ring are both positive.
(b) R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.5, Ψ = −5 and E = 1.6
Here the angular momentum of the particle and the
black ring have opposite signs, so the particle changes
its direction when approaching the ergosphere.
Figure 14: Frame dragging effect: once the particle enters the ergosphere it is dragged along by the rotation of the black ring.
The black dashed circles show the position of the horizon and the red dotted circles mark the ergosphere. The green solid
circle is the singularity of the black ring.
black ring spacetime using the Poincare´ map [23]. From that one could conclude that it is not possible to
separate the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in any coordinate system.
Besides the singly spinning black ring, one could consider black rings with two angular momenta
(doubly spinning black ring [8, 10]) or add charge to the black ring [24, 25, 26]. Also a supersymmetric
black ring solution was found [27], [28]. The methods shown in this paper can be applied to (charged)
doubly spinning black rings as well as to supersymmetric black rings. This will be done in future work.
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(a) a-b-plot
The black dashed circles show the position of the horizon and the red
dotted circles mark the ergosphere. The orbit is plotted for φ = ψ = pi
2
.
(b) Solution y(γ)
The black dashed line shows the position of the
event horizon and the black solid line marks the
position of the turning point.
(c) x3-x4-plot (y-ψ-plane)
In this plane we are looking at the black ring
from above. The black dashed circles show the
position of the horizon and the red dotted cir-
cles mark the ergosphere. The green solid circle
(ρ2 = 1) is the singularity of the black ring.
Figure 15: R = 1, m = 1, λ = 0.5, Ψ = 0 and E = 0.8: Terminating orbit on the equatorial plane inside the ring (x = +1). The
particle starts at the center of the black ring (y = −1,x = +1).
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